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imeneto's web-based biometric identification services system enables users to validate identification via smartphones, tablets,
PCs and laptops, and create a secured access, protected from cyber security risks, to personal data
and third party applications.
The system can be easily integrated with third party
web-applications in various fields:
• Online age verification for online Gambling/
Gaming
• PayPal Transactions
• Web Election systems
• Offline device identification (increased security
during cache mode)
Other web applications that require reliable multiuser accurate identification providing the highest
level of security while maintaining high customer
satisfaction
Timeneto technology (US granted patent) is based
on a strong IP, creating a great technology and
business advantage for any ISP, Mobile's OEMs and
cloud service providers, as well as a great benefit
for the end user.

The Technology
Timeneto's system is installed as a Central
Identification Authority on Timeneto servers, providing identification services for third party customers.
The system can be installed at the OEM side.
Timeneto's identification system can be accessed
from devices such as smartphones, tablets and
PCs, preventing fraud and transaction denial/cancelation, increasing device security and protecting
customer privacy. This identity check security system provides a high cost-effective security solution,
beneficial for medium to large organizations, as
well as individuals.
User registration consists of a onetime short biometric process.
Following registration, user identification requires
only 2-3 seconds – the user sets his finger on the
fingerprint scanner and after a brief and reliable
matching process over the web, his identity result
is used for application access or given to a third
party via encrypted internet communication. The
system is designed for complete privacy, allowing
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a unique ID to be used instead of a real name.
Timeneto system never keeps fingerprint images.
The biometric security system is compatible with
most Operating Systems and with all web browsers.
The system uses a central database where all registration records (encrypted; no fingerprint images
are kept) are saved.
The system's parallel multi-node fingerprint server
architecture makes this biometric security solution
highly scalable and secured.

The Company
Since 2007, Timeneto is serving clients around the
globe, in USA, China, Germany, Israel and more.
Timeneto's System processed millions of identification transactions during the past year, a number
which is constantly growing.
Timeneto is looking to expand its technology implementation into new devices and new applications
worldwide.
Timeneto's system can contribute to your organization and users.
Web-based biometric identification
services system enables users to validate
identification via smartphones, tablets, PCs
and laptops, and create a secured access,
protected from cyber security risks, to
personal data and third party applications.
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